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Foreword by the Commissioners
To: Mr. Alex White, T.D., Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources;
Mr. Alan Kelly, T.D., Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Government.
The Commission for Energy Regulation (CER) is
Ireland’s independent energy and water regulator
and was established in 1999. Since then our
responsibilities, powers and functions have been
expanded and we now are tasked with a wide
range of economic, customer protection and safety
responsibilities in energy and water.
The CER works to detailed action plans each year to
deliver on our mission of ‘regulating water, energy and
energy safety in the public interest’. The CER’s 2016
Work Programme and actions support an overarching
CER Strategic Plan for the period 2014-18.
The external influences on supply and prices in the
energy sector continue to be a global challenge. The
CER strategic goals illustrate the mission of the CER
to address these challenges, acting in the interests of
consumers.
The key objectives for the Strategic Plan are evaluated
each year and the 2016 Work Programme is developed
to deliver specific activities which are prioritised
as being the most important in delivering the
CER’s mission, vision and strategic goals to provide
consumers and the country with a secure, sustainable,
efficient supply of energy and water and that relevant
energy activities are delivered safely.

The CER remains committed to delivering best
practice and quality in all areas of its operations.
Under its expanded remit of both energy and water
regulation, the CER has agreed ambitious Key
Performance Indicators with both the Department of
Communications, Energy and Natural Resources and
the Department of Environment, Community and Local
Government.
As a regulator, the input of all our stakeholders is vital
in assisting in the development of future energy and
water policy and we will continue to look to improve
our consultation platforms and how we communicate
with industry, Government and consumers.
Overall, the most valuable component in the delivery of
this work plan is the people within the CER. Through
their aptitude, talent and experience, they continue to
produce key outcomes in a challenging industry. The
CER is committed to supporting their development and
the growth of their skills to allow the organisation to
continue to deliver vital work for the Irish public.
Commissioners: Garrett Blaney (Chair) Aoife
MacEvilly, Paul McGowan

(L-R)
PAUL McGOWAN, GARRET BLANEY (CHAIR),
AOIFE MACEVILLY
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Strategic Goals and 2016 Priorities
The CER is committed, on an annual basis, to delivering on the strategic goals it has set itself, as identified in the Strategic
Plan 2014-18. To support this plan, the CER has identified the following high level priorities in 2016 to support each of these
strategic goals to deliver on the CER’s mission of ‘regulating water, energy and energy safety in the public interest’.
Each of these high level priorities translate into detailed work streams and actions, that are set out in the different areas of
Energy Safety, Energy Networks, Water Regulation, Smart Metering, Operations and Energy Markets (Full details contained
in Appendix 1).

Strategic Goal 1:
To Ensure that “energy and gas are supplied safely” – A World Class Public Safety Record
We will:
 Regulate the activities of petroleum, natural gas and LPG licenced undertakings to ensure they are operating safely
 Ensure the registration bodies monitor the work of gas installers and electrical contractors to provide peace of mind to consumers
 Provide information which helps improve the safety of householders and the general public.
 Investigate and prosecute gas and electrical contractors who break the law by operating illegally outside of the registration schemes

Strategic Goals 2 & 3:
To Ensure that “the lights stay on” and “the gas continues to flow” – Secure Electricity and Gas Supplies
from production to consumption with improved diversity of sources
We will:
 Enhance electricity and gas market monitoring and planning to provide long-term sustainability and security for the consumer
 Redesign the policy for future connections to the energy networks and interconnections with neighbouring markets
 Deliver new services to ensure security of supply in tandem with more use of renewable energy sources
 Review the investment requirements for the transmission and distribution of natural gas to meet consumers’ needs in Ireland for the next five years
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Strategic Goal 4:
To Ensure “a reliable supply of clean water and efficient treatment of wastewater” –
Secure, Robust Water Supplied and Waste Water Disposal
We will:
 Deliver policies on connection charging and non-domestic water charges
 Focus on investment to address the gap between water infrastructure and future needs
 Drive efficiency in the delivery of Irish Water’s operations and capital investments
 Facilitate the voice of consumers through the Public Water Forum

Strategic Goal 5:
To Ensure that “the prices charged are fair and reasonable” – Fully Competitive Retail Markets and WellRegulated Networks Delivering Fair and Efficient Prices to Customers
We will:
 Redesign a more competitive, efficient and integrated wholesale electricity market (I-SEM), which delivers more for consumers and enhances sustainability
and security of supply
 Transform retail markets through the smart metering programme, through key policy decisions and cost benefit analysis aimed at facilitating innovation
while protecting, empowering and informing consumers
 Ensure fairness and transparency for consumers through enhanced monitoring and enforcement of suppliers activities
 Enhance our customer advocacy role through providing advice and information as well as managing complaints and dispu te resolution across water,
electricity and natural gas sectors

Strategic Goal 6:
To Ensure “regulation is best international practice” – Living up to the Values of CER
We will:
 Deliver consumer focused communications to support safety, quality and choice across gas, electricity and water
 Support development of our staff to ensure their skills continue to deliver best practice and quality at all levels
 Use information technology and communications solutions to improve the efficiency of our services
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Appendix 1: 2016 CER Work Plan
The following tables provide details of the key work priorities, key performance indicators
and the actions the CER will undertake to deliver in each area of responsibility during 2016.

ENERGY SAFETY
KEY PRIORITIES FOR 2016
1. Operation of a revised petroleum safety framework compliant with EU Offshore Safety Directive (2013/30-EU)
2. Smooth transition to newly appointed safety supervisory bodies in electricity and gas to support public safety
3. Investigations of all allegations of illegal activity with respect to gas installers and electrical contractors within agreed timelines
4. Completion of annual audit and inspections programmes including audits and inspections of newly regulated entities including Kinsale, Corrib and Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG)
undertakings (Calor and Flogas)

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
1. Safety Report to Minister showing positive trends in Gas Safety Framework (GSF), Petroleum Safety Framework (PSF) and Safety Supervisory Bodies (SSB)
3. On schedule decisions on safety cases by CER
4. Completion of the planned number of audits/inspections of Undertakings/Operators/Owners
5. Close out of non-conformances by SSBs and undertakings within agreed timelines
6. Positive trends recorded in annual survey of awareness amongst the general public of key safety messages
7. Investigation of all reports of illegal activity relevant to regulation of gas installers and electrical contractors
8. Close case file or initiate proceedings relevant to regulation of gas installers and electrical contractors within 12 months of commencement of investigation
9. Implementation of Offshore Safety Directive in a revised PSF once Act is commenced
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WORK PLAN FOR 2016
HIGH LEVEL GOAL 1

GOAL 1. TO ENSURE THAT “ELECTRICITY AND GAS ARE SUPPLIED SAFELY” – FACILITATING A WORLD
CLASS PUBLIC SAFETY RECORD

COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

Output: Safety supervisory body audits & inspections.

Conduct ongoing audits and inspections
of each regulated entity from a safety
perspective.

Output: Audits and inspections of Licenced Undertakings (Transmission & distribution including Liquid Petroleum Gas
distribution) through annual audit programmes.
Output: Assessment of Gas Safety Framework safety cases submitted.
Output: Carry out of Petroleum safety case assessments.
Output: Carry out of audits/inspections of petroleum undertakings (PUs), owners and operators where operating within the
year. Minimum output is the inspection of production safety permit holders (operator or PU).

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Use results of audits and inspections to
inform ongoing improvements in the safety
framework.

Output: Safety Supervisory Body audits & inspections, identify actions and feed into review of Gas Safety Framework as
needed.
Output: Audits and inspections of Licenced Undertakings in line with annual programme to ensure undertakings are
working to the principles of ALARP (As Low As Reasonably Practicable). Review and amendments of safety cases as
appropriate.
Output: Delivery of reports of audits and inspections of undertakings. Collate and track actions to ensure follow up and close
out of identified issues are completed.

ENFORCEMENT – ENFORCING COMPLIANCE WITH THE REGULATORY SYSTEMS WHEN REQUIRED
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Investigate and take appropriate enforcement
actions against petroleum, gas and electricity
undertakings, operators or owners (including
gas installers & electrical contractors) to
ensure compliance with the safety regulatory
systems.

Output: Enforcement –Investigation of complaints; prosecution where required; proactive & reactive monitoring of Gas and
Electrical Safety Supervision schemes.
Output: Enforcement – Legislative enforcement actions taken against Licenced Undertakings (natural Gas and LPG) as
appropriate.
Output: Enforcement – Legislative enforcement actions taken against PUs, operators and owners as appropriate.
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CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT - AN EVOLVING IMPROVING SAFETY FRAMEWORK IN LINE WITH TECHNICAL AND LEGISLATIVE
DEVELOPMENTS
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Ensure regular performance reporting by
each regulated entity against CER prescribed
appropriate suites of safety performance
indicators.
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Engage with the industry, through safety
governance groups and through public
consultation, to determine and implement
specific improvements to the relevant safety
framework.

Output: Safety Supervisory Body regular performance reporting in line with specified KPIs.
Output: Regular performance reports from Licenced Undertakings (Transmission, distribution and LPG distribution).
Output: Monitor petroleum undertaking KPIs.

Output: Interaction with stakeholders through consultation to ensure improvements to Electrical & gas safety schemes are
identified and implemented.
Output: Development of Non-domestic gas works category of RGI incorporated into the existing scheme.
Output: Work with Safety supervisory bodies & other key stakeholders to ensure implementation of 2014 decisions on the gas
installer & electrical contractor schemes. Development of new performance marking scheme.
Output: Interaction with Licenced Undertakings and industry through Gas Interface Meeting & Gas Safety Committee Meeting.
Output: Regular meetings with Irish Offshore Operators Association, EUOAG and NSUAF.

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Complete the implementation of the
Petroleum Safety Act 2015.

Output: Remaining PSF documents internal and external updated. External docs to include Petroleum Incident Regulations
and Guidance, and Permissionsing Process Map.

SAFETY PROMOTION & PUBLIC AWARENESS - UNDERTAKING COMPREHENSIVE PROMOTION AND PUBLIC AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Increase general public awareness of gas and
electrical safety issues to take preventative
and positive actions with respect to energy
safety including higher levels of awareness of
the Registered Gas Installer and Registered
Electrical Contractor schemes.
Identify and promote, in co- operation
with other public bodies/agencies, public
awareness on specific safety issues such as
Carbon Monoxide

Output: Ongoing promotion to build public awareness of gas installer & electrical contractor schemes; redevelopment of Safe
Electric website; review of electrical promotional material; development of CER safety leaflet.
Output: Oversight for delivery of Carbon Safety Awareness Week.
Output: Promotion and Public Awareness meetings with industry stakeholders, including suppliers to ensure safety messages
are delivered effectively.
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EXTERNAL ENGAGEMENT – CO-OPERATING AND WORKING WITH OTHER AGENCIES
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Co-operate and consult with relevant agencies
and bodies whose functions complement or
overlap with the CER’s functions underpinned
with Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) and
agreed working practices.
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Share supporting evidence and information
with relevant agencies/bodies and
stakeholders to assist them in the discharge
of their own functions.

Output: Gas and Electrical Safety Supervision Stakeholder engagement as required.
Output: Ongoing cooperation with all relevant statutory agencies.
Output: Update and review, as needed all MOUs.

Output: Engage and co-operate, as appropriate, with DCENR, HSA, IRCG and relevant statutory organisations.
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ENERGY NETWORKS
KEY PRIORITIES FOR 2016
1. Complete the regulatory components of the DS3 Programme necessary to support the go live of DS3 system services in 2017
2. Establish an enduring electricity connection, grid access and interconnection policy and associated transitional arrangements
3. Begin the implementation of the new five year revenue strategy for gas networks (2017 - 2022) in the context of the GNI Demand Growth strategy

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
1. Implement new monitoring and reporting framework for gas and electricity networks by Q1 2016
2. Review and publish all network related tariffs for gas and electricity by Q3 2016
3. Progress all network disputes in accordance with statutory timelines
4. Publish decision on regulatory consideration of electricity interconnector applications by Q2 2016
5. Gas Networks Ireland FoU Certification Decision by Q2 2016
6. Implementation of relevant statutory requirements relating to the European Network Codes in Gas and Electricity
7. Decision on regulatory approach to CNG licensing and Biogas by Q2 2016
8. All regulatory policy documents relating to DS3 in place by Q1 2016
9. Draft Decision on enduring electricity networks connection and grid access policy by Q4 2016
10. Discharge monitoring and reporting obligations relating to gas and electricity security of supply
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WORK PLAN FOR 2016
HIGH LEVEL GOAL 2

TO ENSURE THAT “THE LIGHTS STAY ON” - SECURE ELECTRICITY SUPPLIES FROM
PRODUCTION TO CONSUMPTION

INFRASTRUCTURE: ELECTRICITY NETWORKS
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

Output: Establish and Executive the Reporting and Monitoring Framework for DSO/DAO/TSO/TAO under PR4.

Work with the electricity network owners and
operators to implement the appropriate levels of
development to support security of supply, renewable
development and a competitive electricity sector.
Ensure that network enhancement and development
is carried out efficiently and that benefits are analysed
against associated costs. We will use network price
controls and regular monitoring to deliver this action.
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Continue to monitor the delivery of Gate 3 connections
to ensure network connections support delivery of
national renewable targets for 2020.
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Review the connection policy with the aim of providing
a fair opportunity for generation to receive offers of
connection to the networks taking account of system
needs, limitations and national policy.

Output: Progress all network related disputes in line with statutory timelines.
Output: Chair Generator Connections Liaison Group meetings to monitor delivery.

Output: Put in place new Enduring Connection and grid access policy.
Output: Address existing regulatory matters relating to the existing connection policy.
Output: Conduct standard connection charges review.

INTERCONNECTION – FUTURE INTERCONNECTION PROJECTS
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Continue, in co-operation with the system operator
and government, to examine the potential for future
interconnectors to both France and Great Britain
but only proceed with projects after completion of a
robust cost benefit analysis.

Output: Develop Policy for assessment of potential interconnector projects.
Output: Assess potential future interconnector projects against developed policy.
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GENERATOR ADEQUACY /POWER SYSTEM RESILIENCE
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Monitor generator adequacy and other forms of
capacity, such as demand side management, storage
and interconnection to ensure security of supply
standards are achieved.

Output: Continue ongoing monitoring of security of supply.
Output: Submit Electricity Security of Supply report to European Commission.
Output: Complete consultation on fuel stock requirements for electricity generators.

INTERCONNECTION – FUTURE INTERCONNECTION PROJECTS
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Continue, in co-operation with the system operator
and government, to examine the potential for future
interconnectors to both France and Great Britain
but only proceed with projects after completion of a
robust cost benefit analysis.

Output: Develop Policy for assessment of potential interconnector projects.
Output: Assess potential future interconnector projects against developed policy.

GENERATOR ADEQUACY /POWER SYSTEM RESILIENCE
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Monitor generator adequacy and other forms of
capacity, such as demand side management, storage
and interconnection to ensure security of supply
standards are achieved.
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Seek opportunities to encourage power system
resilience through prudent system operation by the
system operators and monitored on an annual basis.

Output: Continue ongoing monitoring of security of supply.
Output: Submit Electricity Security of Supply report to European Commission.
Output: Complete consultation on fuel stock requirements for electricity generators.

Output: Continue ongoing monitoring of security of supply and licence compliance of system operators.
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EMERGENCY PLANNING – POLICIES TO DEAL WITH EMERGENCY EVENTS
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

Output: Conduct emergency planning and exercises.

Work through the TFEP (Task Force on Emergency
Procedures) group to identify implement and
monitor plans and protocols to minimise the effect of
emergency events on electricity and gas customers.

HIGH LEVEL GOAL 3

TO ENSURE THAT “THE GAS CONTINUES TO FLOW” – SECURE NATURAL GAS SUPPLIES WITH
IMPROVED DIVERSITY OF SOURCES

GAS MARKET OPERATIONAL STRUCTURES
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Work with the Northern Ireland Utility Regulator, the
Energy Regulator in Great Britain and the natural gas
industry to implement the European network codes
which delivers improved gas security of supply and
improved benefits for the market and customers.

Output: Full Ownership Unbundling certification of Gas Networks Ireland (GNI).
Output: Conduct review of Gas Networks Ireland licences.
Output: Full implementation of gas European Network Codes in accordance with statutory requirements.

GAS SYSTEM RESILIENCE
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Continue to monitor Irish gas demand and analyse
the impacts of various gas supply and availability
scenarios to ensure sufficient capacity is available to
satisfy demand from all sources.
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Examine possible sources of gas for the long-term,
including indigenous sources, LNG and increased gas
storage.

Output: Put in place Entry Connections Policy.
Output: Continue to monitor security of supply.

Output: Continue to examine possible sources of gas for the long-term – in particular Biogas.
Output: Decision on regulatory approach to CNG licensing and Biogas by Q2 2016.
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INFRASTRUCTURE: GAS NETWORKS – IMPLEMENT NEW FIVE YEAR REVENUE STRATEGY FOR GAS NETWORKS (2017 – 2022)
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

Output: Begin the Price Control 4 Planning & Procurement in 2016.

Carry out full historical and forecast revenue review of
gas networks to put in place the correct mechanism
for the period 2017 - 2022.
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

Output: Begin the Price Control 4 Planning & Procurement in 2016.

Consultations will be carried out on proposed
revenues, controls and models in 2016. The network
reviews will be analysed in order to ensure that
necessary and appropriate network development is
planned and carried out efficiently.

HIGH LEVEL GOAL 5

TO ENSURE THAT “THE PRICES CHARGED ARE FAIR AND REASONABLE” - FULLY COMPETITIVE
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL MARKETS AND WELL-REGULATED NETWORKS, DELIVERING FAIR
AND EFFICIENT PRICES TO CUSTOMERS

WHOLESALE ELECTRICITY: THE SINGLE ELECTRICITY MARKET
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

Output: Successfully conclude the regulatory policy for the system services element of the DS3 programme.

Through the Single Electricity Market Committee
(SEMC) ensure that the I-SEM is implemented to
comply with European network code requirements by
the end of 2016 bringing benefits of more integrated
markets to customers.
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Develop a wholesale market that will treat flexible
conventional generation, demand side participation,
storage, and interconnection equally, while delivering
government renewable energy targets. Address
interaction of electricity & gas markets as part of the
wholesale market design.

Output: Identify and address Electricity /Gas Interactions in the gas market including short-term tariffs, within Day
tariffs and Over-run charges
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WHOLESALE ELECTRICITY: THE SINGLE ELECTRICITY MARKET (CONTINUED)
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

Output: Successfully conclude the regulatory policy for the system services element of the DS3 programme.

1. Minimise curtailment of renewable generators by
increasing incentives for flexibility for conventional
generators.
2. The SEMC/CER, under DS3, to complete a
review of ancillary services to encourage flexible
generation and ensure it is monitored and
reviewed regularly to ensure efficient delivery.

INCENTIVISING MONOPOLIES
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Place tough incentives on monopolies to drive
improvements in their performance without
sacrificing service quality.

Output: Continue to monitor and incentivise network company performance through the 5 year revenue review
process.
Output: Implement new monitoring and reporting framework for gas and electricity networks by Q1 2016.
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WATER REGULATION,
CUSTOMER AFFAIRS & SMART METERS
KEY PRIORITIES FOR 2016
1. Implement second interim revenue review for Irish Water for the period 2017 and 2018
2. Progress Irish Waters charges structure in relation to tariffs, connection charges
3. Effectively review and monitor Irish Waters capital investment plan
4. Support the administration of the Public Water Forum

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
1. Hold Irish Water to account for efficiently delivering tis capital investment plan by implementing a formal monitoring arrangement
2. Review and simplify the structure of Irish Water’s non domestic charges
3. Implement reporting structure to measure Irish Water’s performance against its customer codes of practice
4. Advocate the views of Irish water users by establishing a large users group
5. Resolution of all complex complaints within 90 days in line with legislation for dispute resolution
6. Ensure ESBN and GNI put in place arrangements to efficiently procure the requirements of the National Smart Metering Programme (NSMP) by Q4 2016 informed by
cost-benefit analysis
7. Deliver a robust communications plan regarding full benefits that Ireland can achieve from the NSMP
8. Set out the Roadmap by Q2 2016 to fully review all transitional retail arrangements which will maximise the customers’ experience
9. Re-run Cost Benefit Analysis of all costs and benefits of NSMP to inform the appropriate scope validation decision for the programme
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WORK PLAN FOR 2016
HIGH LEVEL GOAL 4

TO ENSURE “A RELIABLE SUPPLY OF CLEAN WATER AND EFFICIENT TREATMENT OF
WASTEWATER” – SECURE, ROBUST WATER SUPPLIES AND WASTE WATER DISPOSAL

ESTABLISH FRAMEWORK FOR THE ECONOMIC REGULATION OF IRISH WATER
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Use the statutory objectives given to us in legislation
to give a clear and understandable framework for the
regulation of Irish Water.
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Work to build a system of network regulation, using
best principles both from our own experience of
energy networks as well as water regulation in other
jurisdictions.

Output: Engage with stakeholders, including WAREG (Network of European Water Service Regulators) as required to
assist establishment of framework for economic regulation of Irish Water.

Output: Develop a revenue control for Irish Water to cover the period from 1st January 2017.
Output: Carry out preparatory accounts regarding the development of regulatory accounts.

SYSTEM OF CHARGES FOR WATER CUSTOMERS
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Ensure that consumer costs are as low as is consistent
with ensuring clean and stable supplies of water and
treatment of wastewater.

Outputs: Engage with Irish Water to ensure that revenue is being billed and recovered appropriately.
Outputs: Develop a revenue control for Irish Water to cover the period from 1st January 2017.

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

Output: Establish Irish Water’s Non-Domestic Tariff Framework, connection policy and large water users group.

Develop and maintain a system of charging that is fair
and transparent to all consumers.

Output: Address ad-hoc issues that arise related to non-domestic tariffs and connection charging policy.
Output: Monitor consumption to ensure allowances and usage are appropriate.
Output: Resolve any outstanding issues relating to domestic charges.
Output: Resolve issues relating to S16 licences and bulk imports.
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SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Work with Irish Water to ensure that, as a monopoly
provider, it strives to achieve and improve a high level
of customer service that responds to customer needs
and desires.

Output: Irish Water Handbook compliance, reporting and review.
Output: Manage Meter Data Access Working Group.
Output: First Fix Policy – Irish Water Reporting & Review of Enduring Scheme.
Output: Develop a reporting framework which includes metrics to measure changes in Irish Water’s performance.
Output: Deliver dispute resolution function. All complex complaints to be investigated and a decision issued by the
CER and reported as part pf annual report to Minister.

EFFICIENT INVESTMENT
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

Output: Develop a revenue control for Irish Water to cover the period from 1st January 2017.

Work with Irish Water to develop a system for
assessing investment needs.
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Ensure that sufficient investment is made to improve
the network and meet the requirements of the EU
Water Framework Directive.
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Ensure that sufficient investment is made to improve
the network and meet the requirements of the EU
Water Framework Directive.

Output: Provision of advice to the Minister on policy in relation to Water Framework Directive matters in the context of
the CER’s role on the Water Policy Advisory Committee.
Output: Develop a revenue control for Irish Water to cover the period from 1st January 2017.

Output: CER Monitoring Irish Water Capital Investment Plan
Output: Outputs Monitoring Group
Output: Taking in Charge : Principles & Process
Output: Storm Water Sewer Separation: Principles & Process
Output: Strategic Development Zones: Principles & Process
Output: CER Monitor Irish Water Metering Programme Phase 1 Reporting
Output: Innovation Fund: Irish Water application review & approval, CER review Irish Water project reporting
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HIGH LEVEL GOAL 5

TO ENSURE THAT “THE PRICES CHARGED ARE FAIR AND REASONABLE” - FULLY COMPETITIVE
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL MARKETS AND WELL-REGULATED NETWORKS, DELIVERING FAIR
AND EFFICIENT PRICES TO CUSTOMERS.

COMPETITION IN MARKETS AND COMPETITIVE PRICES
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Competitive markets need well- informed and
empowered consumers, and the CER will act to ensure
that all consumers are protected against any unfair
practices while also having information that will
enable them to switch. It will do this by ensuring a
high level of information in the market, and requiring
all market participants to offer clear and transparent
pricing offers. It will also ensure that all consumers
have the ability to switch suppliers easily, thus further
promoting competition and choice.

HIGH LEVEL GOAL 6

Output: Deliver dispute resolution function. All complex complaints to be investigated and a decision issued by the
CER and reported as part pf annual report to Minister

TO ENSURE “REGULATION IS BEST INTERNATIONAL PRACTICE” – LIVING UP TO OUR VALUES

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
The Commission will continue to pursue a structured,
co-operative and mutually beneficial engagement
with a broad range of statutory and non-statutory
stakeholders, on a formal basis as necessary, across
three broad groupings:
6.5.1 National
6.5.2 North/South (All-Island)
6.5.3 International

Output: CER to manage stakeholder engagement through the hosting of Consumer Stakeholder Group meetings
throughout the year. CER also to provide administrative support to the Public Water Forum, as well as acting
as secretary to the Forum.
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SMART METERS
HIGH LEVEL GOAL 5

TO ENSURE THAT “THE PRICES CHARGED ARE FAIR AND REASONABLE” - FULLY COMPETITIVE
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL MARKETS AND WELL-REGULATED NETWORKS, DELIVERING FAIR
AND EFFICIENT PRICES TO CUSTOMERS.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Act to ensure that the roll-out of Smart Energy
Meters stimulates competition, by ensuring a range
of offerings are available to customers that enhance
choice and allow informed comparison of different
offers when and how consumers purchase energy.

Output: National Smart Metering Programme (NSMP) Management: Effective Management of overall NSMP (includes
internal updates, DCENR and other stakeholder management) DP & Winter Outlook, Infrastructure Package/
PCI, EU SoS Compliance
Output: Re-run of cost benefit analysis will be carried out in 2016 in order to inform scope validation decision
Output: Commence planning for appropriate structure and work streams for phase 4 of NSMP
Output: Oversee development by networks companies of joint delivery plan
Output: Conduct analysis and research into aspects of Time of Use Tariffs, Smart Pay As You Go in order to inform
further work in these areas
Output: Develop a consumer engagement strategy, brand approach and roadmap

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Ensure that new energy meters under the NSMP and
the IT system backing them up permit a wide range of
products and solutions to be used by a large number of
entrants.

Output: Completion of consumer policy decisions in Time of Use Tariffs, Smart Pay As You Go, Consumer Participation
and Protection and NSMP Roadmap & transition.
Output: Put in place risk assessment framework and compliance regime for information security for the end to end
solution.
Output: Carry out impact assessments on the policy decisions and procurement processes from a data privacy point
of view.
Output: Monitor of ESB Networks (ESBN) and Gas Networks Ireland (GNI) procurement processes and conduct CER
procurement assurance process.
Output: Commence work, to be led by ESBN and EirGrid into profile removal.
Output: Commence work to consider, develop and implement a licensing regime for energy service providers/ data
handlers.
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Provide incentives, where appropriate to stimulate
efficient innovation, through network reviews and
increased emphasis on areas such as demand-side
measures to provide continual innovation and a wider
range of choice for consumers as well as driving down
prices of existing services.

Output: Development of a cost allocation strategy for ESBN and GNI and appropriate incentives for the NSMP.
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CORPORATE SERVICES
KEY PRIORITIES FOR 2016
1. Provide core services and operational support across CER divisions to enable delivery of strategic plan and work programme objectives
2. Delivery of communications and stakeholder strategic plan objectives
3. Development of staff skills and support mechanisms to foster best practice service delivery across the CER
4. Delivery of ICT strategy to support the functions of the CER
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HIGH LEVEL GOAL 6

TO ENSURE “REGULATION IS BEST INTERNATIONAL PRACTICE” –
LIVING UP TO OUR VALUES

INTEGRATED BUSINESS PLANNING
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

Output: Within year monitoring of integrated plan - Quarterly reporting plus change control.

Implement an integrated business planning process which
will provide a clear link between individual objectives and the
Commission’s goals.
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
1. Continuously improve standard processes for core financial
business processes, planning, procurement processes, and
project management
2. Foster and develop an environment to promote a service
culture which is transparent, accountable and collaborative

Output: Maintenance of the CER’s financial records & reporting, development of financial strategy, analysis
and policy.
Output: Preparation of annual budget, management of audit process, calculation and collection of industry
funding levies.
Output: Co-ordinate procurement processes on in terms of transparency and value for money.

3. Create a working environment that enables us to use our
skills and talents to best serve customers.

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

Output: Delivery of effective and efficient corporate service in line with best practice and public sector policy.

Operational activities developed in line to support work of
organisation.

Output: Revised CER Human Resources Strategy.

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Ensure identification of skills and competency requirements to
support organisations strategic goals is aligned to our staff.
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Continue to implement a best practice Performance
Management and Development system.

Output: Develop and implement a skills matrix and training requirements for existing staff to support
delivery of CER objectives.

Output: Ongoing review of Performance Management and Development System (PMDS) to ensure alignment
with best practice and government policy.
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Continue to pursue a co-operative and mutually beneficial
engagement with a broad range of statutory and non-statutory
stakeholders across national, All- Island and international
groups

Output: Development of a stakeholder management strategy to engage with the consumer, industry and EU
regulatory stakeholders through a range of communications platforms and calendar of events

COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

Output: Delivery of communications campaigns to inform consumers and support identified stakeholders.

Implement the key objectives of the communications strategy.
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Deliver consumer focused campaigns and materials to inform
the public how their energy is produced, safeguarded and
priced.
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Provide an efficient media relations service to ensure accurate
information is provided to inform media.

Output: Produce a suite of corporate communications materials to effectively report on energy sector
mechanisms, issues and developments. This will include reports, literature, digital and public
relations activities.

Output: Clear process and protocols for providing accurate and expert information to media and general
public on energy market place and related issues.

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Review and continuously improve Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) Systems and Solutions to
assist and enhance staff in their duties.

Output: Continue to manage and review external contractors to ensure best value for money and that
performance is met.
Output: Continue to review, monitor and improve all ICT security including applications, infrastructure and
cyber.
Output: Continue to review and introduce enhancements to the CER ICT System to ensure the system
delivers best performance for the CER.
Output: Continue to manage all enhancements, updates, hosting and contract performance of CER and All
Ireland project/I-SEM website.
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ENERGY MARKETS
KEY PRIORITIES FOR 2016
1. Complete all Integrated Single Electricity Market Place (I-SEM) consultations and decision documents according to published project plan.
2. Actively monitor retail markets and assess state of competition in the market, taking necessary actions if competition is not working for customers.
3. Update supplier handbook to reflect market developments

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
1. Deliver consultations and decisions related to I-SEM according to the agreed plan, and oversee TSO implementation of the necessary systems
2. Update supplier handbook, by Q2 2016, to increase customer protection, facilitate PAYG activities, incorporating requirements for energy suppliers to include additional
information on their customer bills, covering energy usage, comparison with other customers, advice on reducing energy bills, requirements to promote active consumer
engagement in retail markets
3. Following an assessment of the development of competition in retail markets (and its impact on prices), take actions deemed appropriate to prevent distortion of retail market
competition, to ensure that benefits of competition flow through to final customers
4. Complete audits of all energy suppliers by Q4 2016 and publish details of the supplier compliance with consumer codes and requirements
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HIGH LEVEL GOAL 5

TO ENSURE THAT “THE PRICES CHARGED ARE FAIR AND REASONABLE” - FULLY
COMPETITIVE WHOLESALE AND RETAIL MARKETS AND WELL- REGULATED NETWORKS,
DELIVERING FAIR AND EFFICIENT PRICES TO CUSTOMERS.

WHOLESALE ELECTRICITY: THE SINGLE ELECTRICITY MARKET
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

Output: Implement I-SEM Governance Arrangements and liaising with Departments on legislative framework.

Ensure that the I-SEM is implemented to comply with
European network code requirements by the end of 2016
bringing benefits of more integrated markets to customers.

Output: Delivery of market rules for I-SEM Energy Trading Arrangements through working groups, consultations,
and decision by Single Electricity Market Committee (SEMC).

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

Output: Ongoing oversight of SEM and Trading and Settlement Code Management. SEMC Secretariat function.

I-SEM to build on the experience of the SEM and include
effective monitoring and implementation of rules, including
market power mitigation measures as required.

Output: Finalise market power mitigation rules for I-SEM via consultation/decision papers, commence licence
changes

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Develop a wholesale market that will treat flexible
conventional generation, demand side participation,
storage, and interconnection equally, while delivering
government renewable energy targets. Address interaction
of electricity and gas markets as part of the wholesale
market design.
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Work with ACER (Agency for the Co-operation of Energy
Regulators) and the CEER (Council of European Energy
Regulators) to seek common European solutions to the
challenges our market faces.

Output: Design and implement a new Capacity Mechanism including rules for payments and charges, capacity
auction and contracts and input into DCENR Notification to European Commission for clearance.
Output: Contract determination: DC prices, quantities and supplier eligibilities to be determined quarterly, and
PSO-CfD reserve prices to be determined quarterly.
Output: Monitor SEM generator financial performance to Q1 2015, with an information paper the key output.

Output: Contribute to Council on Wholesale Energy Market Integrity and Transparency (REMIT) and ACER market
monitoring developments as they relate to SEM/I-SEM.
Output: Delivery of CEER-ACER market monitoring report.
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WHOLESALE ELECTRICITY: THE SINGLE ELECTRICITY MARKET (CONTINUED)
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

Output: Consult and decide on Public Service Obligation Levy for 2016/17

1. Minimise curtailment of renewable generators by
increasing incentives for flexibility for conventional
generators.
2. The SEMC/CER, under DS3, to complete a review of
ancillary services to encourage flexible generation and
ensure it is monitored and reviewed regularly to ensure
efficient delivery.

COMPETITION IN MARKETS AND COMPETITIVE PRICES
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
1. Ensure retail energy markets have a competitive
structure, and through the SEMC to promote
competition at a wholesale level.
2. Continue to monitor and set market rules to encourage
competitive behaviour to ensure competitive prices are
charged

Output: Retail Competition Review and Retail Market Model-Price Change Modelling.
Output: Update the Supplier of Last Resort arrangements with focus on Pay As You Go (PAYG).
Output: Industry Governance Group (IGG) and Gas Market Arrangements Retail Group (GMARG) meetings and
PAYG contingency arrangements review.
Output: Issue supplier Licences.

3. Intervene if markets are not achieving competitive
outcomes to protect consumers.
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

Output: Annual and Quarterly Market Monitoring reports.

Revise and keep under review its retail monitoring
framework as necessary to support our role in ensuring
effective competition and customer choice.
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Ensure that all consumers are protected against any unfair
practices and have access to information that will enable
them to make informed decisions to switch supplier,
promoting greater competition

Output: Supplier Handbook review and consultation.
Output: Annual supplier audit and adhoc compliance monitoring reports.
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SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Ensure all consumers are protected against any unfair
practices and have access to information to enable them
to make informed decisions to switch supplier, promoting
greater competition & choice.

Output: Supplier Handbook review and consultation.
Output: Annual supplier audit and adhoc compliance monitoring reports.
Output: Audit and review of price comparison websites framework.
Output: Delivery of consumer research and review ESRI studies, SEAI reports and queries & complaints.
Output: Development of a retail market operation code.
Output: Review of Annual average consumption.
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